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                             /\================/\ 
()===========================)(   Thank You!   )(============================() 
                             \/================\/ 
Cedric Cabrera 
 o Super genius whom contributed a great deal toward the completion of 



   several quests and ideas. 

Kiera Knightly 
 o Super hotty whom charmed me with her grace and elegant. 

Colt Hamilton Jones 
 o Here, but not here...completely just yet... 

Thank You Voters 
 o Now I know there are an upwards of 8 people who have read this guide. 

                            /\====================/\ 
()==========================)(   Version Update   )(=========================() 
                            \/====================\/ 

V-FINAL May 10, 2004 
 -Details Details Details! 

V-FINAL April 8, 2004 
 -100% Completion!! 
 -All Quests Solved!! 
 -Nadine is hot!!! 

V-1.993 April 5, 2004 
 -Improved Layout 
 -Solved Chaos Castle's Cube Quest! 

V-1.992 April 3, 2004 
 - Copyrights 
 - New and Improve Logo! 
 - Added picture of Klantol Times 

V-1.991 April 2, 2004 
 - Solved Unknown Derelict Cube 

V-1.99 April 1, 2004 
 - Added 8 quests 
 - Solved Wizari's Cube 
 - Solved Wizari's Cube II 
 - Solved Demon's Tower Floating Ball II 
 - Thanks to Cedric Cabrera 
 - Changed layout 
 - Added Disclaimer 
 - Added Version Update 
 - Added shouting section 
 - Added really bad jokes 
 - Like the one above 
 - But that's alright 
 - I'm not a funny person 

V-1.90 March 31, 2004 
 - Skipped V-1.6 - 8 
 - 27 quests in counting. 

V-1.50 March, 2004 
 - I think, I'm not sure, I might have added more stuff. 

V-1.00 March, 2004 
 - I can't remember 



 - Granted permission to 3 sites 
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()===========================)(   Disclaimer   )(============================() 
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I'm cool! Heh just kidding. 
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()========================)(   Side Quest Guide    )(========================() 
                          \/=======================\/ 

-1. Wanby 
 Reward:: -1 Toy Ring 
 --Stand in the castle's courtyard near the open fire for aproximately 
 8.75 minutes. At which point Wanby will drop his Toy Ring. Pick it up 
 and return it to Wanby. 

0.Monster Cards 
 Reward::Angel's Necklace::Change to Holy Colors (Blue/White), +50 LR 
 --You must collect all 145 Monster Cards then talk to the Librarian. 
 Availiability: Begining 

1.Royal Colosseum:: 
 Can you beat all 10 ranks? 
 Availiability: Begining 

  Rank 1:                      ADVANCE: 



    Healing Drop                Healing Drop 
    Valuing Scroll              Valuing Scroll 
    Broach                      Tempest Ring 

  Rank 2:                     ADVANCE: 
    Antidote                    Antidote 
    Bronze Medal                Gold Medal 
    Oblivion I                  Atom Dragon III 

  Rank 3:                     ADVANCE: 
    Grenade                     Grenade 
    Master Ring                 Master Ring 
    Small Orb                   Wizard Orb::0DEF/20INT 

  Rank 4:                     ADVANCE: 
    Ray of Hope                 Ray of Hope 
    Bone Armor                  Crocodile Armor::50DEF/15FR 
    Power Potion                Power Potion 

  Rank 5:                     ADVANCE: 
    Bomb                        Bomb 
    Flash Ring                  Burning Ring::5ATK/40FR 
    Energy Bread                Energy Bread 

  Rank 6:                     ADVANCE: (Near damn impossible!) 
    Shield Ring                 Crusade Ring::8DEF/80LR 
    Soul Return                 Soul Return 
    Azuzra II                   Azuzra III 

  Rank 7:                     ADVANCE: 
    Molotov Cocktail            Molotov Cocktail 
    Glorious Ring               Chaos Scepter::20ATK/40 Recoil 
    Quick Chicken               Quick Chicken 

  Rank 8:                     ADVANCE: 
    Dungeon Map                 Dungeon Map 
    Armored Case                Armored Chest::+2 Weapon Rows/5 DEF 
    Armored Knapsack            Armored Backpack::+2 Item Rows/5DEF 

  Rank 9:                     ADVANCE: 
    Phantom Charm               Phantom Charm 
    Kusanagi::62ATK/Cursed      Yogurt Doll 
    Bright Honey                Bright Honey 

  Rank 10:                    ADVANCE: 
    Yogurt Doll                 Fiends Necklace::Evil Colors/50 DR 
    Elemental Gloves            Elemental Hood::1DEF/100IR/ER 
    Raijin III                  Golem IV 

2.Forgotten Dungeon:: 
 --Acquire the Dungeon Map from Challenge Rank 8 and have it in your  
 inventory before leaving Klantol Castle. At which point a new Dungeon 
 will appear on your map. it is the Forgotten Dungeon. This dungeon is 
 highly dangerous and very rewarding (exp wise). Be careful of Mugas 
 and Titans. 
 Availiability: Begining 

3.Ancient Ruins of Heroes:: 
 --After you defeat all ten (10) ranks in the Royal Colosseum, the 
 cashier or booth boy will tell you that your skills are godly. He 



 recommends you commit suicide on a hidden hideout where people go to 
 die. At this point a new dungeon will appear on your map permanently. 
 This dugeon is the Ancients Ruins of Heroes. Beware of KittenChamps! 
 They are crazy! 
 Availiability: Begining 

4. The Apple:: 
 Reward::300 Gold Coins 
 --Apples are randomly sold by vendors; Apples can be found in the Fairy 
 Spring. After you have the Apple, place it in your inventory and talk 
 to the man in blue on your left when exciting the throne. This quest 
 can be repeated infinately. 
 Availiability: Begining 

5. Goblin Cards:: 
 Reward::(1) Poison Mummy Card 
 --Talk to Zavi, a guy drinking banana juice in the tavern. Goblin Cards 
 can be found in the Goblin Fort...duh! 
 Availiability: Begining 

 5a. Gizmo Cards:: 
  Reward::(1) Fairy Card 
  --Talk to Zavi after completeing previous quest. Gizmo are 
  those stretched cloud/ghostly faces. 
 5b. Viking Cards:: 
  Reward::(1) Golem Card 
  --Vikings are on the Pirate Ships. 
 5c. Yeti Cards:: 
  Reward::(1) Belial Card 
  --Yetis are an abundance in Koldazhek Cave. 
 5d. Cerberus 
  Reward::(1) Dragon Card 
  --Cerberus are everywhere after Koldazhek Cave. 
 -------- 
 5ADVANCE: Paste Cards 
 -------- Reward::(1) Orc Card 
   --Orcs can be found in the Goblin Fort. 
  5AD. Spider Cards 
   Reward::(1) Bloodshot Eye Card 
   --Spiders can be found in Wizari's Palace. 
  5BD. Scorpion Cards 
   Reward::(1) Wisp Card 
   --Scorpions dwell in the Driazhek Desert. 
  5CD. Minotaur Cards 
   Reward::(1) Demon Card 
   --Minotaurs only appear in Demon's Tower. 
  5DD. Dark Knight Cards 
   Reward::(1) Dark Eye Card 
   --Dark Knights are in the Chaos Castle. 

6. Goblin Axe:: 
 Reward::(1) Gabas 
 --Goblin Axes can be found in the Goblin Fort. It is rare and hard to 
 find but persistence will prevail. With time and luck you will obtain 
 the Goblin Axe. Afterwards you can trade it with Keita from the Klantol 
 Times. Keita can be found in the right wall of the RED SHOE GIRL'S room 
 in a hidden passage before you reach its end. 
 Availiability: Begining 

7. Leather Hood:: 



 Reward::(1) Gabas 
 --Leather Hoods can be found in various places. The earliest you can 
 find this common clothing is the Goblin Fort. Leather Hood also drops 
 in the Cemetary, Wizari's Palace, and possibly beyond that. You can 
 also buy Leather Hoods after you beat the Goblin Fort or the Cemetary. 
 Afterwards you can trade it with Jackie from the Klantol Times. Jackie 
 can be found in the right wall of the RED SHOE GIRL'S room in a hidden 
 passage before you reach its end. 
 Availiability: Begining 

8.The Red Shoe:: 
 Reward::Blue Shoe (Sell it for 500 Gold Coins!) 
 --The Red Shoe can be found in the Goblin Fort towards the end. The 
 Red Shoe is hidden in a crate that is guarded by an army of Pastes and 
 three (3) orcs. After you obtain the Red Shoe, you can wait until you 
 beat the Goblin Fort or Angel Wing yourself out immediately. With the 
 Red Shoe in your inventory, talk to the girl in the first room left of 
 the shops; the room below the fat kitchen guard. This quest will change 
 the girl's appearance permanently and will alter the ending! 
 Availiability: Goblin Fort 

 *ADVANCE::Fancy Blue Shoe worth 5000 Gold Coins. 

9. Grandma Colita's Well:: 
 Reward::(1)Random Summon LVL.1 
 --After you beat the Goblin Fort you will find an old lady right 
 outside the throne. She's standing next to the guard on the right. You 
 must talk to her to get this quest. She will complain about her phobia 
 for paste and asks you to malitate against their reproduction. 
 Availiability: After Golbin Fort 
  
 *ADVANCE::(1) Random Stat Booster ie. Energy Bread, etc. 

10. Bone Shield:: 
 Reward::(1) Gabas 
 --The Bone Shield is extremely rare if you wait for it to drop by 
 skeletons in the Cemetery. However the second way to obtain the Bone 
 Shield is to create it. So keep running through the Cemetary and if 
 you don't get a Bone Shield, try collecting three (3) Bones. After you 
 have three bones, go to Klantol Castle's market and have it forged in 
 the shop to the farthest right. Forging is random and money doesn't 
 affect the outcome unless you plan on spending 80,000 gold or more on 
 high level ores. After you obtained the Bone Shield, you can trade it 
 with Hamasan from the Klantol Times. Hamasan can be found in the right 
 wall of the RED SHOE GIRL'S room in a hidden passage before you reach 
 its end. 
 Availiability: Begining 

11. Boken's Soul:: 
 --Boken's Soul is under a tombstone in the Cemetery. The tombstone that 
 contains Boken's Soul is found in an interlude where you find two 
 talking mummies. They will try to lift the tombstone to comfirm the 
 location of Boken's Soul. Ease drop behind the wall and trees until you 
 actually see Boken's Soul. Jump in and interupt their progress 
 immediately before they move the tombstone back. Don't worry if you 
 miss it. You have infinate chances to reattempt this quest. After you 
 get Boken's Soul, keep going until you find a dead body and a floating 
 spirit. Throw the Soul at the Spirit and WALA! Boken is revived. You 
 can also use Soul Revive bought at your item shops for this quest too! 
 This quest revives Boken and will alter the ending! 



 Availiability: During Cemetery 

12. Tombstone 
 Reward::Yellow Chest 
 --This puzzle requires linking and the use of more than one Force 
 Rings. This Tombstone is located in the Cemetery. It is the only tomb- 
 stone that you cannot reach by normal means. Have you and your friends 
 surround this Tombstone and hold down B while equipped with the Force 
 Ring. Ya'll will generate an energy ball that will hit everything in 
 the middle of you guys and thus breaking the Tombstone. 
 Availiability: Giant's Graveyard. 

13. Wizari's Cube 
 Reward::(1) Random Summon II 
 --This is the first Floating Cube found in Wizari's Palace. Simply 
 throw two Bombs at this cube to break it. If you want to throw Grenades 
 then you must equip the Ace's Ring for increased throwing range. Bombs 
 have a larger area of effect than Grenades. Bombs are randomly dropped 
 or bought for 300 gold along with the Ace Ring (1500 gold) at Ipa's 
 Palace Shop. This shop itself is a side quest and will not be 
 availiable until later. 
 Availiability: Wizari's Palace 

 *ADVANCE::(1) Random Summon III 

14. Wizari's Cube II 
 Reward:: Yellow Chest 
 --This is the second Floating Cube found in Wizari's Palace. Simply 
 throw two Bombs at this cube from the bottom left-hand corner (or 
 whatever you find that works). You cannot use Grenades in this case 
 because the blast will not reach its target. 
 Availiability: Wizari's Palace 

15. Missing Umbrella:: 
 Reward::3000 Gold Coins 
 --This missing Umbrella was stolen by Hobbits when they raided the 
 castle. The umbrella can be found in the Fiary Spring during an 
 interlude that reveals the Hobbit Bandit's hideout. Come up close but 
 not too close and wait until Bobbin, the leader of the Hobbit Bandit, 
 drop his 3rd item, which will be the umbrella. Bring this umbrella 
 back to the room where you solved the RED SHOE quest and give it to 
 the other girl. You will then have an option of taking the blame or 
 being the hero. If you say "YES" you were hiding it, you will not 
 recieve any reward but your own sinical perverted fantasies. 
 Availiability: After Wizari's Palace 
  
 *ADVANCE::10,000 Gold Coins. 

16. Ipa's Palace Shop:: 
 Reward::(1) Silver Ring 
 --Talk to Irma after Wizari's Palace. Notice that she has left her shop 
 and missing. Irma can be found in the local tavern, drinking away her 
 sorrow. You discover that she is worried about sales due to local 
 competitors. At this time a new dungeon will appear on your map and it 
 is Ipa's Palace Shop. Make it to the shop and you will find something 
 on the ground to your right. You don't have to talk or buy anything but 
 you must pick-up, retain, and show Irma the Advertisement you found. 
 Availiability: After Fairy Spring 

 *ADVANCE::(1) Gold Ring 



17. Yogurt:: 
 Reward:: Yogurt Ring 
 --Yogurt makes a cameo in this game in Ipa's Palace Shop. He is that 
 weird beaver creature popping up and down on the third to last dungeon. 
 You kill Yogurt by throwing two Bombs or three Grenades at him. You 
 should pick a spot and toss the bomb AFTER Yogurt goes down. Good-luck. 
 Availiability: During Ipa's Palace Shop 
  
 *ADVANCE::(1) Summon Yogurt LVL.1 

18. Missing Letter:: 
 Reward:: Next Quest 
 --Talk with the old man in the castle's courtyard after you complete 
 the Fairy Spring. the letter is hidden in the grass along the bottom 
 left wall of the castle's yard. Bring this letter back to the old man 
 and he will tell you that his grandson is in grave danger. 
 Availiability: After Fairy Spring 

19. Rescue Mission:: 
 Reward::(1) Power Ring 
 --After receiving the letter, Old Man will inform you of the danger his 
 grandson faces. His grandson can be found on Robert's Pirate Ship. You 
 must carry four (4) grenades and (1) Angel Wings to complete this test. 
 Stop at the 3rd to last dungeon with suspicious looking barrels. Simply 
 break the barrels with the grenades and throw the wings at the boy. 
 Hope you don't miss and waste a bomb and be forced to redo the entire 
 ship. This quest will alter the game's ending! 
 Availiability: After Fairy Spring 

 *ADVANCE::(1) Random Stat Booster ie. Quick Chicken, etc. 

20. Unknown Derelict:: 
 --The Unknown Derelict can be unlocked by defeating Captain Robert a 
 second time. He will tell you its location because you seek adventures. 
 This quest can be done at any time after you have beaten Captian 
 Robert's Pirate Ship. 
 Availiability: After Robert's Pirate Ship 

21. Unknown Derelict Cube 
 Reward:: Yellow Chest 
 --This puzzle can be solved in two ways. The first way requires a 
 Priest or a Dragonute. They both have the ability to use Flails 
 therefore their attacks reaches further than other weapons. Simply have 
 your Priest or Dragonute stand below the cube and flail it. The second 
 way to solve this puzzle is to Link up with your friends and use the 
 Force Ring to break it. 
 Availiability::Unknown Derelict 

22. Temple of Light:: TOL9 
 *Reward varies 
 --Temple of Light will appear on your map after you have beaten Rob- 
 ert's Pirate Ship. Sacrifice four (4) objects for one (1) more powerful 
 object. 
 Availiability: After Robert's Pirate Ship 

 List:: 
  S + E + G + A = Sega Speech Balloon  
  S + O+ U + L = Soul Charm (Increases soul charge rate)  
  G + O + A + L = Soccer Ball  



  G + A + S + E = Box Of Rice  
  Dog + Cat + Pig + Sheep = Animal Cap (+20 Walking Speed)  
  Ancient Machine + Old Machinery + Saturn Machinery + Dream Box =  
  50,000 Gold 
  Healing Drop + Goddess Tear + Goddess Tear + Healing Drop =  
  SoulReturn 
  Tuna + Squid + Egg + Cucumber = Special Sushi (Full HP and SP heal!!)  
  4 Healing Drops = 1 Healing Water 
  4 Goddess Tears = 1 Ray of Hope 
  4 King Beetles = 4,000 gold  
  4 Grasshoppers = Portrait coin accessory (+51HP)  
  4 Beetles = Kabuto Helm (52 def, +10str, -5 walking speed)  
  4 Souls of the same type and level = Soul of same type of the next  
  level, highest lvl is 5  
  4 Gabas = Klantol Times accessory (+5 str, def and +20 dark res)  
  4 Yogurt Dolls = 1 Yogurt Soul lvl 1  
  Toadstool + Mushroom + Herb + Herb = Antidote  
  Kitty + Robe + Robe + Robe = Kitty Robe  
  Kitty + Hood + Hood + Hood = Kitty Hood  
  Kitty + Wooden Staff + Wooden Staff + Wooden Staff = Kitty Staff 

23. Pyramid 
 Reward:: Yellow Chest 
 --This puzzle requires linking and the use of more than one Force  
 Rings. This Pyramid is located in Driazhek Desert. It is a pyramid that 
 you cannot reach by normal means. Have you and your friends. surround 
 this pyramid and hold down B while equipped with the Force Ring. Ya'll 
 should generate an energy ball that will hit everything in the middle 
 of you guys and thus breaking the pyramid. 
 Availibility:: Driazhek Desert 

24. Egg 
 Reward:: Yellow Chest 
 --This puzzle is very simple. You can always opt to use the Force Ring 
 but you can also solve it with some Bombs. This egg is the strange 
 platform located in Koldazhek Cave; it appears that this egg is simply 
 floating on the edge of some cliff. Simply throw two bombs on its right 
 where the egg is closest to the ledge to break it. If you can decipher 
 the diagram below, follow it. 
 Availibility:: Koldazhek Cave 

 '-.......   X<------Bomb 
  .------.''--''-........ 
 /        \ 
 \        / 
  '------' 

25. Mushroom Forest:: 
 Reward::(1) Masutake 
 --Simply talk to any one of the girls in the room located to the left 
 of the shops and below the fat kitchen gaurd. After talking to them 
 they will inform you that their grandpa has left on a spiritual quest 
 to collect mushrooms. He hasn't returned in five or ten years and 
 they're really worried. Afterwards a new dungeon will appear on your 
 map. Simply bring one (1) Angel Wings and collect at least (1) Mushroom 
 to complete this quest. Simply throw the mushroom at the old man when 
 you find his body to revive him; then throw the Angel Wings to revive 
 him. Please notice when you can do this quest. It will only be 
 availiable after the old man disapears; that's after Koldazhek Cave. 
 This quest will alter the ending! 



 Availiability: After Koldazhek Cave. 

 *ADVANCE::(1) Shiitake 

26. China Dress:: 
 Reward::(1) Gabas 
 --The China Dress is very rare but they do drop in the Mushroom Forest. 
 it is likely that you will have to repeat the Mushroom Forest many 
 times before you get the China Dress. While hunting for the China 
 Dress, I recommend you do the next quest and save some time. After you 
 obtain the China Dress, go back to Klantol Castle. You can now trade 
 the China Dress with Bakatar from the Klantol Times. Bakatar can be 
 found in the right wall of the RED SHOE GIRL'S room in a hidden passage 
 before you reach its end. 
 Availiability: Begining 
 Note* -- Fancy, Cocktail, or Wedding dresses will not work. 

27. Flowers x10:: 
 Reward::(1)Flower Necklace 
 --Flowers can be found in the Mushroom Forest. Usually you can only 
 get about two flowers per trip but if you're lucky, the stage before 
 the boss has a secret hidden passage. This passage leads to a garden 
 that randomly generates four of anything that can grow. This garden 
 randomly grows mushroom, toadstool, flowers, Musatake, Red Mushroom, or 
 a combination of some sort. After you collect about 10 flowers, go back 
 to the Klantol Times and visit its infirmary. The infirmary can be 
 found to the right of the shops and below the Knight Guild. Simply 
 have all 10 flowers in your inventory and talk to the sick girl in the 
 first bed to complete this quest. This quest will alter the ending! 
 Availiability: Begining 

 *ADVANCE::Flower Ring, + 1 Item Appearance, +30HP/SP 

28. Floating Ball 
 Reward:: Yellow Chest 
 --This puzzle requires linking and the use of more than one Force 
 Rings. This Floating ball is the first floating ball found in the 
 Demon's Tower. Have you and your friends stand above and below this 
 floating ball and hold down B while equipped with the Force Ring. Ya'll 
 will generate an energy ball that will hit everything in the middle of 
 you guys an thus breaking the Floating Ball. 
 Availiability: Demon's Tower 

29. Floating Ball II 
 Reward:: Yellow Chest 
 --This puzzle is the second floating ball that is caged and surrounded 
 by teleport pads. This floating ball is located in the Demon's Tower. 
 Simply throw two Bombs at it to solve this quest. 
 Availiability: Demon's Tower 

30. Tower Keys:: 
 Reward::(1) Random Summon III 
 --Collect three (3) tower keys; one from each level of Demon's Tower. 
 The Keys can be found randomly by chests or through monsters*. Levels 
 are between each long bridge, not dungeons. After you have three keys 
 you can unlock all three doors that stops you from reaching a blue 
 chest. I don't know if you can do the keys and doors one by one but 
 to be safe, you should collect all three keys before trying. 
 Availiability: During Demon's Tower. 



 IMPORTANT::Keys are only dropped by Gargoyles and Lesser Demons. 
            Keys can only be found in Normal Mode. 
 *ADVANCE::(1) Random Summon IV 

31. Beast Mountain:: 
 Reward::Snowman 
 --Go through the right wall of the RED SHOE GIRL'S ROOM and keep going 
 pass the Klantol Times until you reach the end to find a Fox training 
 to defeat Deatharte in the next colosseum event. He is a secret chara- 
 just kidding! If you talk to him after you beat Demon's Tower, a new 
 location will appear on your map; this is the Beast Mountain. You can 
 only get the Snowman by repeating Beast Mountain when it snows. It only 
 snows on the even visits, i.e. 2nd, 4th, 6th, etc. 
 Availiability: After Demon's Tower 

32. Snowman:: 
 Reward::(1) Magic Belt 
 --The Snowman can be found on Beast Mountain whenever it snows. The 
 Snowman is locatedat the very end of Beast Mountain and gaurded by two 
 ghastly creatures and a dragon. After you get the Snowman, go back to 
 Klantol Castle. Find your way to the Kitchen a search its right wall 
 for a hidden passage. Carry the Snowman in your inventory and talk 
 with that crazy girl hiding there for no reason to solve this quest. 
 Availiability: Begining. 
  
 *ADVANCE::(1) Yogurt Doll 

33. Underground Labyrinth 
 --Acquire the Labyrinth map from hooded floating scythe-handed Monster 
 named Reaper in the Ancient Ruins of Heroes or Chaos Caslte to gain  
 access to this top secret Dungeon. The map is a rare find and is not 
 limited. If you accidently sold your map or did it on purpose, all you 
 need is time to get a new one. Have the Labyrinth map in your 
 inventory and a new dungeon will temporarily appear in your world map. 
 Availiabilty: Begining. 

34. Multi-Colored Cube 
 Reward:: Yellow Chest 
 --This cube is the strange looking cube that floats far away from your 
 reach in the Chaos Castle. You can break it however by using Bombs. 
 You must throw two Bombs on the right side at the hole if you want to 
 break it. The Bombs explosion can go through the hole if you get it 
 at the right distance and angle. 
 Availiability: Chaos Castle 

                                Bomb it here. 
 -----____-----         / 
 |            |        / 
 |_    __    _|       / 
   |  |;;|  |   /____/ 
  _|  |__|  |_  \ 
 |            | 
 |____----____| 

35. Giant Egg 
 Reward::(1) Mitril, (1) Oricahlon, (1) Dark Matter 
 --The Giant Egg is located in the Chaos Castle. It is a Giant Egg, you 
 cannot and probably will not miss it. You can break it by attacking it 
 by any means. You can break this now and get the normal reward stated 
 above or you can opt it for later in Advance Mode and get the Advance 



 reward stated below. 
 Availiability: Chaos Castle 
  
 *ADVANCE:: The egg hatched! It's a giant bird/gargoyle/chimera/donkey 
 thingamgigin. This beast has got some crazy flame attack and pecking! 
 This boss has two lives. The head's biological functions are totally 
 independant of the abdoment and hind extremities. You get nothing for 
 beating him except a load of experience. In my opinion, the normal 
 reward is far more valuable. But hey, if you have to see everything 
 once, go for it. 
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